Multiple Scattering Calculations of Bonding and X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy of Manganese Oxides
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We present near edge X-ray absorption spectra of manganese oxides at the Mn L₂,₃, Mn K, and O K edges to investigate the relative sensitivity of the edges to bonding and structure. Collectively, the spectra probe local electronic structure and intermediate range crystal structure. Spin independent full multiple scattering calculations of the Mn K edge give good agreement with data above threshold and qualitatively reproduce the prepeak that is observed for each compound. We show that the apparent prepeak for MnO is not due to p–d hybridization at the Mn atom (in accordance with symmetry principles) or quadrupolar transitions but originates from multiple scattering within the fifth shell. We present spin dependent multiple scattering calculations of the O K edge and show that this edge allows for a more direct description of the 3d states than either the Mn L edge or K edge prepeak, which are complicated by multiplet effects.

1. Introduction

The particularly rich redox chemistry of manganese is evident in its oxides, which are of wide contemporary interest in the physical and environmental sciences. The sensitivity of X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy to local structure and valence has been used to study manganese in manganese oxide cathodes and colossal magnetoresistant (CMR) materials, enzymes, environmental precipitates, and minerals. There are two specific areas for which XANES analysis is anticipated to remain of great value. First, many technological and environmental occurrences of Mn are in nanosize material, for which bulk methods of chemical analysis are challenged.

A further area of growth is chemical analysis at a submicron scale, e.g., microchemical inhomogeneities in manganite films or inclusions in geological specimens. X-ray microscopes that can perform XANES spectroscopy (spectromicroscopes) are now installed on several synchrotron sources, with a lateral resolution reaching 20 nm. X-ray absorption is inherently higher in energy resolution than electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and has analyzed hydrated environmental specimens. Thus, there is the possibility of performing high spatial and energy resolution microchemical analysis of complex specimens.

High quality reference spectra of characterized bulk material and an established interpretation are required as a foundation for studies on low dimensional or complex systems. A number of excellent compilations of manganese oxide XANES spectra at a single absorption edge are available in the literature. However, not all are at the highest energy resolution, and there are some discrepancies in absolute energy position as well as energy axis scaling at the Mn K edge, ambiguous line shapes for different Mn valences at the Mn L edge, and oxidized MnO specimens. We present XANES of Mn oxides standards acquired on high-resolution synchrotron beamlines. A particular effort has been made to ensure the purity of the compounds and the veracity and energy position of all X-ray absorption spectra, by ensuring beamline calibration and comparing with earlier XANES and EELS data, and to calculations in the literature and performed here.

Although the fundamentals of X-ray absorption are well established, numerical simulation of XANES spectra remains far from routine because of the complexity of the process. The key step is the relation of the absorption cross section to the density of unoccupied electronic states. The real space multiple scattering approach of the FEFF code has been extended to the near edge region by simulating full multiple scattering (FMS) of the photoelectron from atomic sites, and calculations of XANES have been very successful for both metallic and semiconducting materials, despite neglect of nonspherical contributions to the electrostatic potentials. We perform XANES calculations for Mn and O K edges of the compounds studied here, including spin-dependent calculations at the O K edge to account for the spin-split d bands. Incorrect treatment of the exchange correlation for the d orbitals means that Mn L edge absorption cannot be successful simulated. Nevertheless, there is much of value in this approach, in particular the direct link between local crystal structure and Mn and O K edge XANES, which is fully examined to reveal aspects of X-ray absorption spectroscopy of these systems that cannot be reproduced by current full potential methods.
We performed calculations of Mn K edge X-ray absorption spectra of selected manganese oxides with version 8 of the real space, full multiple scattering FEFF code. The atomic coordinates were generated by ATOMS 3.0 using crystallographic input parameters from ref 26. The following FEFF calculation parameters best reproduced the Mn K edge data. The spherically symmetric muffin tin potentials were calculated self-consistently over a 5.0–5.3 Å radius, corresponding to three closest shells, up to the l = 2 angular momentum basis. The default overlapping muffin tin potentials were used, as this is considered a better approximation to the non spherical charge distribution in these compounds. The calculated X-ray absorption transitions were to fully relaxed excited states in the presence of a core hole and with the Hedin–Lunqvist exchange-correlation potential.

The energy position of the Fermi level derived by the spin independent self-consistent potential calculations does not adequately describe the valence electronic structure in these compounds. As explained in more detail below, because of the neglect of spin dependent exchange effects, the d band occupations predicted by FEFF are incorrect. To allow a qualitative description of preedge absorption at the Mn K edge, X-ray absorption spectra were calculated with completely empty d bands. This was achieved in FEFF by applying a 2 eV energy shift to locate the Fermi level below the crystal field split d bands that are in reality partly filled. This approach does not affect the electronic structure calculations but simply shifts the absorption threshold so that transitions to all 3d states are considered. This allows an evaluation of p–d hybridization at the metal atom. We verified that this shift did not affect the self-consistent calculation of the potentials. Spin dependent calculations were performed to describe oxygen K edge absorption, as described below.

For structures with two distinct Mn sites (MnO and MnO2), see Table 1) full calculations were performed for each absorber, and the results combined according to stoichiometry. The cluster radii for full multiple scattering were 5 Å (K MnO2, 131 atoms); 5.7 Å (MnO2, 91 atoms); 6.2 and 6.24 Å (MnO4, 89 and 85 atoms); 5.8 Å (MnO4, 75 and 78 atoms); 6.0 Å (MnO, 81 atoms). To compare experimental and calculated spectra, a 1 eV rigid shift to lower energy was applied to each calculated spectrum. To achieve a reasonable agreement with experimental peak intensities on the main edge, we set the X-ray absorption amplitude reduction factor $S^2 = 0.8$, included thermal disorder with a Debye temperature of 350–650 K, and added a 0.25–1.5 eV broadening to the calculations (applied above threshold only to avoid excessive broadening in the prepeak region).

Selected oxygen K edge spectra were calculated with the same parameters as for the Mn K edge, using FEFF version 8.10d. The spin resolved density of states were calculated indepen-
dently and non self-consistently (a present limitation of the code). This approach partially accounts for electron correlation by considering interactions only between parallel spins and has been widely applied in Xa MS molecular orbital calculations.\textsuperscript{28,29} As photoabsorption is spin-conserving, the spin up and spin down X-ray absorption spectra were obtained separately and summed.

Angular momentum projected densities of states are also presented to aid interpretation of the data. Comparisons between FEFF MS ground-state calculations for MnO and molecular orbital predictions were made with Sherman’s Xa-MS calculations of MnO\textsubscript{6} clusters in pure O\textsubscript{h} symmetry (with Mn−O distance of 2.21 Å (Mn\textsuperscript{2+}).\textsuperscript{28} The molecular orbital data for the tetrahedral MnO\textsubscript{4} cluster in KMnO\textsubscript{4} was obtained from ref 30.

3. Results and Analysis

X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy of Reference Mn Oxides. Manganese L edge spectra for the minerals listed in Table 1 are given in Figure 1. Mn L edge spectra for a number of these minerals have been previously acquired with either X-ray absorption\textsuperscript{17} or electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS).\textsuperscript{18} The data presented here are equivalent in energy resolution to existing X-ray data and show considerably better resolution than any published EELS data. We include the first accurate MnO XANES spectrum, as the existence of surface oxidization was not realized in previous X-ray studies. The nature of the oxidization is discussed below. Despite the presence of two distinct Mn atom sites in MnO\textsubscript{3}, the spectrum is similar to published data of Mn 3+ in perfect octahedral symmetry.\textsuperscript{17}

Manganese K edge spectra for the minerals listed in Table 1 are given in Figure 2, alongside simulated XANES spectra. For the calculations of Mn with valences 2+, 3+, and 4+, the principal absorption features observed in the data are reproduced by calculation, and the energy distance between the prepeak and later absorption features is well reproduced. The main edge and prepeak calculations are discussed in more detail below. Oxygen K edge spectra for the minerals listed in Table 1 are given in Figure 3. The results of calculation for selected compounds are displayed in subsequent figures.

MnO Surface Oxidation. Figure 4 a shows the Mn L edge of powdered MnO before and after 1 h Ar ion sputtering. The final line shape matches the spectrum of MnSO\textsubscript{4} (not shown), another Mn 2+ compound with manganese octahedrally complexed by oxygen. The subtraction of the sputtered MnSO\textsubscript{4} from the original reveals a very close match to the MnO\textsubscript{3} spectrum, indicating that Mn 3+ is the sole product of room-temperature surface oxidization. Studies of aqueous Mn 2+ oxidization have shown that Mn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} is the initial product, but with the surface dominated by Mn 3+,\textsuperscript{36} consistent with our observation.

The oxygen spectrum of the same specimen also evolved with sputtering, in particular with a reduction in prepeak intensity (marked by an arrow in Figure 4 b). However, the prepeak remained after sputtering, indicating persistent contamination. The true O K edge spectrum was obtained by scaling the sputtered MnO spectrum so that the prepeak intensity coincided with the 1 h sputtering curve (contamination plus true signal). Taking the difference revealed the true MnO spectrum, in excellent agreement with EELS
data. The EELS technique is less surface sensitive and, hence, not affected by surface contamination.

The different results at the Mn and O edges after sputtering indicate further oxygen contamination than that associated with MnO, but the nature of this species is unknown. Mn K edge data detected no oxidation (seen by agreement with earlier published data and present calculations).

**MS Electronic Structure Calculations.** The most important chemical characteristic of Mn compounds is the presence of partly occupied 3d orbitals. XANES spectroscopy of these compounds has the interesting characteristic that the K and L absorption edges probe different aspects of the electronic structure and have generally been studied independently. The acquisition of XANES for all relevant edges in these compounds allows each absorption edge to be evaluated for chemical and structural investigations in unknown or complex systems. First, a review is given of the ground-state electronic structure, followed by a description of how this is probed in the X-ray absorption process. We show that a multiple scattering theoretical approach is a valid description of the ground state of these systems. This is then used to simulate experimental XANES, allowing connections to be made to bonding and structural properties. The exception is the Mn L edge, as explained below (the reader is referred to excellent reviews37–39).

**Ground State.** In transition metal oxides, empty or partly filled 3d states are the lowest lying unoccupied states. Mn oxides are magnetic insulators: while band structure considerations would predict a metallic ground state, electron repulsion prevents charge transfer between cation orbitals.40 The d states are consequently highly localized, and even a pure ionic model reproduces many important aspects of electronic structure. In particular, the ligand crystal field splits the d state energies for specific ligand geometries, whereas interelectron interactions that further reduce degeneracy depend on the occupation of the d states, that is, the oxidation state. Electron exchange interactions impose an energy cost for double electron occupation of a single angular momentum state that is greater than the octahedral crystal field stabilization energy for the Mn 2+ and 3+ compounds considered here. Consequently all d spins are unpaired, leading to the high spin ground-state configurations given in Table 1.

Figure 5 shows the crystal field splitting of Mn d states in tetrahedral and octahedral geometry, with the present FEFF multiple scattering calculations compared to molecular orbital energy levels (refs 28 and 30) for simple MnOx (x = 4,6) clusters. The electronic ground state in these solids must additionally include band formation with the imposition of crystal periodicity and spin dependent exchange–correlation interaction. The former is approached in FEFF by large cluster calculations, and the exchange splitting of partially occupied states is introduced below.
**X-ray Photoexcited State.** All information in X-ray absorption spectroscopy relates to the unoccupied electronic states of the photoexcited system. Particular final states are in general “chosen” by the dipole selection rules ($\Delta l = \pm 1$) for a particular absorption edge, although exceptions to these rules are important at transition metal K edges. The lowest energy transitions in X-ray absorption spectra of the manganese oxides are to the partly occupied d states, when allowed. Higher energy transitions are to extended metal–oxygen sp bands. The presence of a core hole after photoexcitation may strongly affect final state energies, especially in insulating specimens. There is a further complication which is difficult to reconcile with band structure approaches: the presence of a manifold of many electron excited states. Following photoexcitation from a core p level to the partially occupied d states, d–d and core p-hole d interactions lead to many-electron multiplet states, responsible for rich absorption structure.

These effects are strongest at the Mn L edge, because of the strengths of the white line intensity and the 2p–3d overlap. Atomic multiplet calculations with intermediate coupling has demonstrated that, in transition metal L edge absorption, excitation of the 2p electron gives complex and distinct multiplet states. Oxygen K edge absorption may therefore be a clearer probe of orbital energies, but no firm interpretation of oxygen XAS fine structure has yet been achieved. A better understanding of O K edge absorption and comparison with the Mn K edge are aims of this work.

The present multiple scattering calculations do not give a proper description of multielectron excited states. An effective single particle theory replaces the Hartree–Fock description of a many electron system, and treats a single excited electron interacting with the surrounding system through a local exchange correlation potential. Hence resonances associated with specific electronic configurations are lost, and this approach is unsuited to Mn L edge absorption. However, metal–ligand overlap quickly complicates multiplet analysis. Although atomic multiplet theory is highly successful for very ionic compounds (e.g., MnO), the Mn–O bond covalency increases with Mn valence, and sharp features at the Mn L edge are lost. As we use a single particle theory for the simulation of XANES, electron states are labeled by their orbital symmetry, not spectral terms.

**MS Calculations of Mn K edge XANES. Main Edge.** Spin independent MS code is appropriate to model Mn K main edge absorption, and the agreement between data and calculation is good for all compounds, with the exception of KMnO$_4$. All fine structure in the XANES spectroscopy of the simple oxides is reproduced, although there is some discrepancy in the peak energy positions within approximately 30 eV of the threshold. Shifts in peak energy may be due to inaccuracy in the calculated potentials or the photoelectron self-energy. It was important to calculate absorption at both distinct Mn sites in Mn$_2$O$_3$ and Mn$_3$O$_4$ (see Table 1) to obtain agreement with data. In all cases, there appears to be a suppression of intensity at the threshold. In particular, the threshold position is about 5 eV too high in energy with respect to the experimental data in the case of KMnO$_4$, and about 3 eV too high for Mn$_2$O$_3$, both of which contain some or all Mn atoms in tetrahedral coordination. This discrepancy was not affected by modifying the exchange potential nor by screening the core hole. Instead, the following mechanism may explain the intensity suppression at threshold. The use of spherical potentials underestimates the degree of metal–ligand hybridization, and hence, the strength of charge transfer absorption is likely to be suppressed. This effect would be expected to be more serious with increasing covalency (hence for lower Mn coordination and higher valence) and this is observed as the tetrahedral Mn atoms are more severely affected.

**Prepeak.** The $1s \rightarrow 3d$ prepeak in transition metal K edges is widely used as a sensitive probe of metal atom oxidation state and coordination, despite its relative weakness compared to the full absorption spectrum. Two phenomena, dipole-forbidden quadrupole s–d transitions, and metal atom p–d hybridization, can be responsible for the existence of the prepeak and explain its low intensity. However, the balance of these contributions has been quantified only for a very few systems. Orbital symmetry forbids Mn p–d mixing when the Mn site contains a center of inversion (is centrosymmetric), as for the $O_h$ point group, but it may occur in alternative geometries, or in the presence of static distortion or thermal fluctuations. Quadrupolar transitions do not follow these symmetry selection rules, but are expected to be 10–100 times less intense.

The prepeak acts as a clear indicator of tetrahedral coordination because p–d hybridization is allowed in this geometry, as shown in Figure 5a. In the present data, the prepeak intensity can be correlated with the Mn site symmetry given in Table 1. The strongest Mn K edge prepeak in Figure 2 is associated with tetrahedrally coordinated Mn in KMnO$_4$. There is also a strong component in the Mn$_2$O$_3$ spectrum that we attribute to the Mn atoms in tetrahedral coordination.

The spin independent MS calculations of the prepeak are qualitatively in agreement with the data. Transitions to d states from Mn core s levels are predicted only when there is finite p–d hybridization at the Mn atom. The existence of this hybridization is correctly predicted by FEFF, but neglect of excited state multiplet terms means that the calculated prepeak fine structure is due to crystal field splitting only. The only case in which this gives evident disagreement is MnO$_2$.

An unexpected result is the observation of an apparent prepeak in the MnO data, which is closely reproduced by calculation. This feature is present in earlier MnO spectra, acquired in fluorescence yield, and is not from contamination. Mn is in perfect $O_h$ symmetry in rocksalt MnO, and according to the above argument, the prepeak should be absent for dipole transitions. Indeed, this is shown in the FEFF calculations of Figure 5b, by the absence of p mixing in the $t_{2g}$ and $e_g$ like d states. Quadrupolar transitions would be expected to give a double peak, but only a single peak is detected from the second derivative. To investigate this feature, pre-edge multiple scattering calculations were repeated with the muffin tin potentials and absorption spectrum derived from nearest neighbor oxygen atoms only (i.e., from an embedded MnO$_6$ cluster). The results gave no preedge feature. By contrast, equivalent nearest neighbor calculations for MnO$_2$ (in KMnO$_4$) and Jahn–Teller distorted MnO$_6$ (in MnO$_2$) reproduced the experimental prepeak. Retaining the same muffin tin potentials, but increasing the full multiple scattering cluster size, the theoretical prepeak emerged...
in the MnO system, at a cluster radius of 5.0 Å (at the fifth shell). We therefore conclude that the first feature in the Mn K edge XANES of MnO is of a different nature than the genuine 1s → 3d prepeaks in KMnO₄, MnO₂ and tetrahedral Mn in Mn₂O₃, and is instead a result of the transition 1s → continuum, including long-range photoelectron scattering. The coincidence of the photon energy of this feature and the prepeaks of the other materials is accidental, because of shifts in the energy positions of the Mn 1s and conduction band as the oxidation state of Mn varies.

**MS Calculations of O K Edge XANES.** We consider the transition d⁴ → (Ls¹)d⁶⁺¹, where this excitation is permitted due to the hybridization of ligand p and Mn d states, and Ls¹ = ligand s level hole. For partially filled d levels, we calculate separately the electronic density of states and then sum the normalized partial X-ray absorption cross sections for the spin-up and spin-down cases. KMnO₄. As the LUMO d levels are empty, there is no associated exchange splitting, so this system is appropriate for a spin independent multiple scattering approach. The oxygen near edge absorption is given in Figure 6a, compared to the FMS calculations and the relative positions of the Mn 3d-derived e and t antibonding orbitals from Figure 5a. Hence, the first two peaks are transitions to e and t states, reproduced by calculation but with incorrect relative intensities. The third peak is a multiple scattering feature, which emerges at the third shell. There is poor agreement with the broad resonance post threshold. In analogy with carbon 1s spectroscopy, this feature is attributed to a linear Mn–O σ⁺ antibonding orbital, which are poorly represented by FEFF.

MnO. The most striking observation for the O K edge for MnO is that the threshold of absorption is shifted by several eV to higher energy than for all other compounds (Figure 3). Spin independent FMS calculations for MnO (not shown) cannot reproduce this shift but do give good agreement for MgO, as shown in Figure 6b. It is clear from the spin dependent molecular orbital calculations of Figure 5b that the apparent shift occurs because the spin down exchange split bands are completely occupied.

The results of spin dependent MS calculations are given in Figure 6b, with the relative positions of the unoccupied spin up d bands derived from the spin dependent calculation. Only two final states are possible: [t₂g]³[e_g]¹ and [t₂g]³[e_g]¹ (neglecting excited states requiring simultaneous Mn d–d transitions). Nevertheless, the line shape is broad, and the expected contributions are not resolvable in the experimental spectrum. Extra structure in the equivalent spectral region for NiO has been interpreted as being of a multielectron nature, because of configuration interaction between the Ni 3d bands and the O valence 2p electrons.

MnO₂. Calculated and experimental spectra of MnO₂ are given in Figure 6c, with the relative positions of the spin up and spin down d bands. The exchange and crystal field splittings are similar in magnitude, leading to the doublet in the oxygen near edge, despite the possibility of three d⁶⁺¹ final states: [t₂g]³[e_g]¹; [t₂g]³[e_g]¹; [t₂g]³[e_g]¹ (the slight Jahn Teller distortion to lower symmetry is neglected). The calculations demonstrate the accidental degeneracy of the lowest energy excited states and justify the observation of previous authors that the oxygen near edge splitting is close to the 10Dq value of the crystal field splitting. The calculated peak separations are less than observed, but there is good overall fine structure agreement.

**Discussion**

**Empirical Trends and Fingerprints.** Individual absorption line shapes may act as fingerprints for specific species in complex specimens, and trends in absorption line shapes and positions are often of aid in understanding poorly characterized specimens.

**Shifts with Mn Valence.** The threshold position of transition metal K edges shift to higher energy with increasing metal valence. The threshold represents transitions to antibonding metal ligand σ bonds. For a given geometry, as the cation oxidation state increases, the bonding orbitals are more tightly bound and antibonding orbitals are consequently higher in energy. A linear relationship has been shown for nickel and vanadium, with shifts of, respectively, 1.5 or 2.5 eV per unit increase in valence. The corresponding shifts for Mn are given in Figure 7 and are not linear, especially when the 7⁺ valence state is included. However, covalent effects reduce the charge at the Mn atom, and consequently, the rise in anti bonding levels does not follow the formal valence. A more linear relationship is observed when the manganese charge transfer calculated self-consistently by the FEFF code is used in place of the formal valence. The difference in the two plots is a record of the increasing covalency as formal valence increases.
similar trend has been shown at the Mn L edge, for which white line intensities are fairly proportional to the formal 3d occupation, but the relationship improves when covalency is considered.31

There is clearly no simple trend in threshold positions at the oxygen K edge, and in particular, the onset of absorption is more than 3 eV higher in energy for MnO than all other compounds. However, trends in Mn and O K edge absorption can be linked. As shown by FEFF calculations, O K edge absorption involves transitions to metal sp—ligand p states, the same final states at threshold at Mn K edges. From molecular orbital considerations, these antibonding orbitals are sensitive to the metal—ligand bond length. Unlike estimates of valence or charge transfer, bond lengths are accurately determined (Table 1), so Figure 7 shows the trend in σ* peak positions with Mn—O average bond length compared to the trend in Mn K edge threshold positions. There is a clear agreement in the trends for all compounds containing octahedrally coordinated Mn.

Structural Fingerprints. 1. Nearest Neighbor Geometry from Bound Unoccupied Levels. XANES line shapes at certain edges are frequently encountered that are characteristic of local absorber geometry, which splits the electronic energy levels in a repeatable way. This and the additional splitting of 3d energy levels due to spin occupation gives Mn L edge line shapes for (i) local coordination, (ii) occupation (oxidation state), and (iii) spin arrangement that are also distinct and repeatable.37,39 Hence, multiple components are separable from complex mixtures (e.g., Figure 4), and the spectra from mixed valence compounds (e.g., Mn3O4) are equivalent to the sum of individual valence references, provided local geometry is taken into account. However, Mn oxidation state is the greatest factor determining the line shape, and there has been no systematic experimental study on the sensitivity of the Mn L edge to lower site symmetries than pure Td or O6. Also, although experimental studies have shown that the Mn 2+ line shape is consistent for many ligands31 for a given geometry, similar investigations are lacking for the higher valences.

2. Nearest Neighbor Geometry from Continuum Scattering. Just as nearest neighbor geometry affects bound unoccupied states, particular scattering pathways give rise to resonances associated with local symmetry. This is clearly shown in the comparison between MnO and MgO at the O K edge, which have very similar line shapes above threshold. The FMS calculations show that the line shape is mainly due to nearest neighbors in the rock salt crystal, with extra contributions from farther shells.

3. Medium Range Crystal Geometry from Multiple Scattering Resonances. The photoabsorption process is also sensitive to the extended structure beyond nearest neighbors. Although the strength of the white line absorption obscures this information at the Mn L edge, the Mn and O K edges are sensitive to crystal structure up to a radius of 5.7–8.0 Å. A value on the material length-scale probed by the X-ray absorption process is an extremely important parameter for the study of reduced dimension materials. An understanding of contributions from beyond the first shell is possible only by combining experiment and FMS cluster calculations.25

Comparison of Mn K Edge Prepeak and O K Edge XANES. We qualitatively compare the relative ability of the Mn K edge prepeak and O K near edge absorption to probe 3d orbital energies by plotting them in Figure 8 on a common relative energy scale. The Mn prepeak has been isolated from the full K edge spectrum by subtracting a cubic spline fit to threshold, excluding the prepeak region. For Mn and O K edges, dπ+1 multielectron final states are expected (we neglect those requiring double electron excitation). However, O K edge absorption is of charge-transfer nature, so fewer symmetry restrictions allow more transitions, and there is negligible overlap.
between core hole and excited $d$ states. In addition, lower core hole broadening results in sharper absorption structure.

These expectations are most clearly realized for KMnO$_4$: the first two peaks in the oxygen spectrum represent transitions to the $t$ and $e$ antibonding states; only the $t$ transition is allowed at in the Mn spectrum due to Mn $p-d$ hybridization in this level alone (see Figure 5a).

For MnO$_2$, three peaks are resolvable in the Mn prepeak, whereas only a clear doublet is observed for oxygen (explained above). There are several possibilities for the discrepancy at the Mn K edge: (i) the presence of the Mn 1s core hole induces further multiplet splitting in the final state; (ii) the Mn 1s core hole modifies the energies of the final states, removing the accidental degeneracy of the lowest energy excited states. In fact, spin dependent MS calculations, which are successful at the O K edge, show that final state energies are negligibly affected by the presence of the core hole and give poor results for the Mn prepeak. Therefore, we conclude that fine structure at the Mn K edge prepeak cannot be reproduced without considering multiplet interactions.

The situation for Mn$_2$O$_3$ is more complicated because there are two distinct Mn sites, and the Mn K edge prepeak closely resembles the O near edge structure, with the expected additional broadening. Nevertheless, we maintain the previous conclusion that the Mn K edge prepeak fine structure is influenced by multiplet interactions, and the O K edge gives the better description of valence states.

**Role of Calculations in Data Analysis and Interpretation.** It is clear from Figures 2 and 6 that the agreement obtained between data and calculation is variable, even for the materials considered here. However, many discrepancies can be anticipated, and hence, theoretical calculations may be of value in more complex systems as long as plausible structural models are available. Disagreement in peak position is often systematic, whereas errors in peak amplitudes may be expected, as the use of Debye–Waller factors to represent thermal disorder is not accurate for multiple scattering. Closer to the threshold, neglect of nonspherical contributions can also lead to inaccurate peak intensities. Finally, the absolute value of the exchange splitting will be incorrect for some materials. These limitations indicate that the present MS calculations may predict fairly well the contributions to X-ray absorption structure (with the exception of multiplet states) but with inaccurate absolute energy positions or intensities. In XANES spectroscopy, unlike the situation for EXAFS, theoretical calculations are far from being able to replace empirical references.

Manganese oxide perovskites typically possess very rich structural and electronic phase diagrams and provide an excellent example of the sensitivity of XANES to both physical and electronic structure, and of the use of MS calculations, despite the above limitations. Manganese valence can be detected at the Mn L edge, local structure modifications at the Mn K edge, and electronic contributions or hybridization at the O K edge. MS calculations allow structural models to be assessed or the presence of metal ion–dopant hybridization to be tested.

**4. Conclusions**

XANES of manganese oxides can be divided into three regimes: 1. transitions to exchange split $d$ states; 2. transitions to covalent metal $sp$–oxygen $p$ antibonding states at the conduction band minimum; 3. transitions to higher energy conduction bands. These are probed to different degrees by the separate X-ray absorption edges of manganese and oxygen, which have then different strengths for chemical and structural investigations. Mn L edge absorption is completely dominated by Mn 3d states (regime 1) and, hence, is an excellent indicator of Mn oxidation state and coordination.

The Mn K edge probes regime 3 (above threshold) and hence is an excellent short to medium range structural probe. Spin independent multiple scattering calculations accurately model this regime. This edge is not a good probe of metal–oxygen bonding, as the strongest transitions are to empty Mn $p$ states, rather than the antibonding states associated with this bond. The Mn K edge prepeak probes regime 1, and the strength of the prepeak is qualitatively modeled by spin independent calculations as a result of Mn $d^0$–O $p$ hybridization.

This approach reveals that the apparent prepeak for MnO is actually the result of low energy photoelectron scattering up to the fifth shell. Solid-state contributions to XANES, that is, fine structure associated with photoelectron scattering from beyond the nearest neighbor shell, are important at the Mn and O K edges.

Spin dependent calculations are essential for simulations at the oxygen K edge for compounds with partly occupied $d$ states. Within around 5 eV of threshold, the final states are exchange split $d$ states, which are well modeled by spin dependent calculations. Higher energy absorption fine structure is reproduced, including transitions to $sp$ hybrid orbitals, with the exception of KMnO$_4$. Despite good agreement at the O K edge, spin dependent MS calculations were not sufficient to reproduce the fine structure within the Mn K edge prepeak, and we conclude that multiplet interactions cannot be neglected. By contrast, final state multiplet interactions are negligible for O K edge absorption, and hence, this edge is the clearest probe of bonding in the manganese oxides.

The results for multiple scattering calculations were consistently poorer for KMnO$_4$ than the other compounds studied. We interpret this as being due to the highly directional covalent bonds in the MnO$_2$ species, because such bonds are poorly reproduced by muffin tin potentials.

Our calculations indicate that the presence of an oxygen core hole has little effect on the absorption spectrum; hence, we anticipate that a full potential spin dependent ground state DOS calculation would be a valuable approach for further interpreting the near edge fine structure of oxygen in magnetic insulators. Overall, this work gives a coherent picture of bonding and X-ray absorption spectroscopy in the manganese oxides and describes the accuracy presently attained by multiple scattering calculations.
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